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Welcome Letter 

Dear Journalists, Colleagues and Friends, 

I would like to warmly welcome you to the PragueMUN 2023 Press Corps! It is an honour and 

a joy to serve as your Editor in Chief. I am thrilled to see you have chosen to be a journalist for 

this conference.  

The Press Corps offers a different experience than a delegate MUN experience. You will not be 

taking the floor to debate on the topics but will be reporting on the work made by your 

committee. This does not mean you will not engage with the topics or issues being discussed - 

your mission will be to document speeches, policies and proposed solutions in your articles. 

During interviews or press conferences you will need to confront delegates, point out the flaws 

in their debates or reasoning and hold them accountable in front of the entire conference. The 

skills you will learn are no less important: write articles, ask incisive questions, be critical and 

look behind what people or organizations are saying.  

I sincerely hope you will make the most out of this experience in the PragueMUN Press Corps, 

and learn something new, whether it is about reporting, the topics you will cover, the tools you 

will use or yourself.  And enjoy yourselves.  

Finally, I want to take this opportunity to underline that the Press Corps is an organ that values 

creativity. This guide is set up as an introduction to the work of journalists at a MUN conference 

and a presentation of our vision for the Press Corps. However, this does not mean things are set 

in stone. If you have ideas for pieces or interviews that you want to do, feel free to discuss them 

with the Editor in Chief! Everything here is up for discussion if the journalists are willing to do 

it! 

Do not hesitate to reach out with any questions, concerns or ideas. 

All the best, 

Marie-Sophie Boute 
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General Introduction 

What is a Model United Nations conference? 

A Model United Nations (MUN) conference is a student symposium imitating the work of the 

United Nations. Students are divided into different committees that mimic several UN organs 

or international organizations. They represent a country and have to defend its interests in a 

debate aimed to produce a resolution. In the evening, the entire conference gathers for wild 

parties and various social activities.  

Role of the Press 

The press at a MUN conference has a crucial role. It is, by definition, the team that informs the 

entire conference of what is happening in all the committees, parties and groups. Since then, it 

has had a double mission: to be informative (formal part) and entertaining (informal part). 

- Informative: The journalists report on the work of the committees they follow. They 

write articles about the progress in the debates, conduct interviews with the delegates, 

chairs or other conference participants, engage with substantial topics and ask incisive 

questions, and hold press conferences. 

- Entertaining: The press team is responsible for creating and distributing memes and 

gossip. They can also produce more light-hearted entertaining pieces. 
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Press Corps at PragueMUN 2023 

“Journalism is what we need to make democracy work” - Walter Cronkite 

When you go to committees, your mission is not only to report on what is being said but also to 

create narratives out of it and influence existing ones. Look beyond what is being said, be critical 

of the work of the committee, and hold delegates accountable for what has been said. 

Press, in its relation to public opinion, is an integrated part of the political process. Journalists 

are not merely observers, they are actors. A good journalist needs to be responsible, creative, 

flexible and critical. 

Overview of the Journals 

You have all been asked to choose a journal when applying for a position on the press team. 

Therefore, during this week you will be acting as a journalist for this publication. Each of the 

journals we have selected for you is different. They cover different parts of the world, target a 

different audience and have various political affinities. Here you can find a brief introduction to 

each journal. However, you are encouraged to do more research on your selected journal, visit 

their website to have a better feel of their editorial choices, and read some of their articles to 

witness their writing style. 

Al Jazeera - https://www.aljazeera.com/news/ - the leading news outlet in the Arab world. It 

is comprised of several tv channels and news websites in Arab, English and Bosnian. Al Jazeera 

Media Network is partially financed by the Qatari government. As such, it is sometimes 

considered a Qatari propaganda network. Scholars tend to agree it is more balanced than the 

West gives it credit for.1 

All Africa - https://allafrica.com/ - the independent pan-African source. It prides itself on being 

“the voice of Africa, on Africa, for Africa”. As such, it covers all African news on each side of the 

continent, primarily for an African audience.2 

Asian News International - https://aninews.in/ - specialised news agency reporting primarily 

on South Asia, the biggest in India. It is complete and covers almost all areas of interest. The 

news agency has been criticized for distributing propaganda of the central Indian government 

 
1 Mohamed El Oifi, La revanche d’Al Jazeera sur les régimes arabes et Washington, Rue89, 15.11.2016  

2 All Africa, Who we are, n.d. retrieved 30.12.2022 from https://allafria.com/misc/infoabout/  

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/
https://allafrica.com/
https://aninews.in/
https://allafria.com/misc/infoabout/
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and publishing anti-Pakistan and anti-China pieces. It has been reported to have misreported 

events targetting the EU and UN to serve India’s interests3.  

BBC - https://www.bbc.com/news  - the British public service broadcaster (this means it is at 

least partially provided by the British government). It is generally regarded as being a 

dependable international news agency and is trusted by a politically diverse audience, although 

slightly more liberal4. 

Bild Zeitung - https://www.bild.de/ [in German]- German tabloid. Not usually considered a 

serious press outlet, Bild is more interested in shocking headlines and clickbait articles.  

China Daily - https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/ - Chinese communist paper owned by the 

Central Propaganda Department of the Chinese Communist Party. It offers an informative yet 

biased view of world affairs. 

CNN - https://edition.cnn.com/ - American Media Network. Proudly claims to be “The most 

trusted name in news”5 even if it has been known to have a slight liberal bias during the 

presidency of Donald Trump. 

El Pais - https://elpais.com/ [in Spanish]- most read Spanish newspaper. The paper’s political 

affiliation is central-left, progressive and pro-European. It also has three special editions for 

Latin America, Bresil (in Portuguese) and Mexico.6 

Fox News - https://www.foxnews.com/ - American conservative news broadcaster. Directed 

towards a conservative audience, it has consistently been criticized for its biased reporting in 

favour of right-wing politicians while criticizing and diminishing progressive causes.7 

 
3 EU DisinfoLab, Indian Chronicles: deep dive into a 15-year operation targeting the EU and UN to serve Indian 
interest, retrieved 30.12.2022 from: 
https://www.disinfo.eu/publications/indian-chronicles-deep-dive-into-a-15-year-operation-targeting-the-eu-
and-un-to-serve-indian-interests/ 
4 Reuters Institute, BBC under scrutiny. Here’s what research tells about its role in the UK, retrieved 03.01.2023 
from https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/news/bbc-under-scrutiny-heres-what-research-tells-about-its-
role-uk  
5 CNN, The Most Trusted Name in News, retrieved 30.12.2022 from http://edition.cnn.com/services/trusted/ 

6 Courrier International, El Pais, Retrieved 03.01.2023 from  
https://www.courrierinternational.com/notule-source/el-pais-0  
7 Washington Post, The unique, damaging role Fox News plays in American media, retrieved 03.01.2023 from 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/04/04/unique-damaging-role-fox-news-plays-american-
media/ 

https://www.bbc.com/news
https://www.bild.de/
https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/
https://edition.cnn.com/
https://elpais.com/
https://www.foxnews.com/
https://www.disinfo.eu/publications/indian-chronicles-deep-dive-into-a-15-year-operation-targeting-the-eu-and-un-to-serve-indian-interests/
https://www.disinfo.eu/publications/indian-chronicles-deep-dive-into-a-15-year-operation-targeting-the-eu-and-un-to-serve-indian-interests/
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/news/bbc-under-scrutiny-heres-what-research-tells-about-its-role-uk
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/news/bbc-under-scrutiny-heres-what-research-tells-about-its-role-uk
http://edition.cnn.com/services/trusted/
https://www.courrierinternational.com/notule-source/el-pais-0
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/04/04/unique-damaging-role-fox-news-plays-american-media/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/04/04/unique-damaging-role-fox-news-plays-american-media/
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Le Monde - https://www.lemonde.fr/ [in French]- most trusted French newspaper. It is 

traditionally focused on offering balanced opinion pieces and news analysis.  

The New York Times - https://www.nytimes.com/ - American newspaper with a worldwide 

readership. Broadly considered as a trustworthy, impartial, serious news outlet. 

 

Overview of the Committees 

Ideally, each journalist covers only one committee for a better understanding of the topics, and 

balance of powers at play and to keep track of the progress in the debates. Therefore, each 

journalist will be assigned to a committee. You will mainly attend your allocated committee’s 

sessions and report on their progress, debates and proposed policies. You will also be in charge 

of coming up with questions for your committee’s press conference.  

The committees will be assigned trying to accommodate everyone’s preference shortly. You will 

be sent the study guide of your allocated committee to help with your preparation and 

understanding of the topics covered during the conference. 

You can find here a list of the different committees proposed at PragueMUN 2023 as well as 

their topics. If you want more information about each committee feel free to visit 

https://www.praguemun.cz/ 

- United Nations Human Rights Council  

- Topic A - Human Rights violations in the Syrian Crisis  

- Topic B: The right to peaceful protesting in Iran 

- North Atlantic Treaty Organization  

- Topic A - Deterrence and defence: safeguarding NATO's survival 

- Topic B - Space governance: towards safety and unity 

- World Trade Organization 

- Topic A - The US-China trade war: playing a losing game or a battle for economic 

superiority? 

- Topic B: To trade or not to trade: trading ethically in times of food scarcity 

- United Nations Security Council  

- Topic A - The Democratic Republic of the Congo: a powder keg of Global 

Instability 

https://www.lemonde.fr/
https://www.nytimes.com/
https://www.praguemun.cz/
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- Topic B - Myanmar: a multifaceted crisis 

- Arab League  

- Topic A - Peace by piece: forging the API into a framework for regional 

cooperation 

- Topic B - Healthcare access for all in the aftermath of crises 

- Crisis Committee: Lunar colonisation crisis: a conflict for independence 

 

- UN Women (online)  

- Topic A - Smashing the glass ceiling in the STEM field: working towards bridging 

the gender divide  

- Topic B - Ending the vicious cycle of violence: protecting women's rights in 

conflict areas 

- UNCOPUOS (online)  

- Topic A - A province of peace: working towards making outer space a peaceful 

zone 

- Topic B - As above, so below: tackling the pollution of Outer Space in the form of 

debris 

 

Producing media content 

Print Media 

As a journalist, the foundation of your role is to write articles reporting on the work of your 

committee. Each of the journalists will be required to write one article every day of the 

conference. The writing style should align with the news outlet the journalist is representing. 

The minimum length of all articles is 300 words. The maximum length depends on the nature 

of the article. 

News report: A news report is a brief and simple piece reporting on committee proceedings, 

progress and discussions. They state facts, names, dates and stances. They should not exceed 

400 words. 
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Feature articles: These articles should cover news stories more in-depth. For example, 

providing statistics or outside information that they link to committee proceedings. They are 

meant to expand the knowledge of the issues. They should not exceed 450 words. 

Editorials (opinion pieces): in those articles, you explore and develop your own writing style. 

Even though the primary function of the article is to inform, editorials have to entertain. Your 

personal point of view is represented, and so is your journal’s political affinity (if there is any). 

They can be written using more informal language and style. Opinion pieces are your best 

option to shape the debate. They should not exceed 500 words.   

Press Conferences  

We will organize a press conference in all of the committees. Those will be planned in advance 

and the schedule will be distributed to you at the beginning of the conference.  

For this exercise, preparation is very important. You will sit in front of the delegates and ask 

them your questions.  It is your best opportunity to confront the delegates directly, pointing out 

the flaws in their reasoning or steering the debate. The journalists assigned to the committee 

will be in charge of coming up with questions for the press conference. Don’t hesitate to consult 

the Editor in Chief or the Chairs of your committee in this process.  

We will have at least two journalists present for all press conferences as well as the Editor in 

Chief. This means the questions must be prepared in advance and shared with the other 

journalist conducting the press conference. The journalists may ask as many questions as they 

wish during the allocated time (15 to 20 minutes to be confirmed with the chairs - will be 

communicated to you beforehand). You can ask follow-up questions or trick questions. Your 

questions may be directed to a single delegate, several delegates or the entire committee. Don’t 

hesitate to think outside the box! With this format, you have an opportunity to direct the 

committee on a certain path, don’t hesitate to ask the difficult questions! 

The press conferences will not be recorded to not make the delegates uncomfortable but 

journalists will be taking notes in order to write a press conference transcript.  

Interviews 

Journalists are encouraged to conduct interviews with all conference participants: delegates in 

your committee of course (in their personas as diplomats or not), chairs or members of the 
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organizing team. It is also possible to have interviews with several delegates: delegates 

representing the same country in different committees for example, or delegates in the same 

block (= allies) in one committee. Interviews can be in written format or video.  

Press releases and statements 

If delegates wish to do some press releases or statements to clarify their positions n the debate 

or answer a statement made in an interview or during debates, they can do so by contacting the 

journalists. Don’t hesitate to remind the delegates and chairs of this possibility. 

Those can be in writing form or video. We would look favourably upon video statements from 

delegates. You should keep them short and in one take so there is no need for editing. 

Memes and gossip  

Journalists are hereby encouraged to be very proactive in the meme game. We will be collecting 

all memes and gossip through a Google Form that will be handled and posted online by the 

Editor in Chief. 

 

Tools and Media 

Here is an overview of the tools and media we will be using during the conference: 

Instagram: I believe there is no need to introduce social media. It will be our principal way of 

communication with the participants of the conference. All memes and gossip will be posted 

there. Video interviews or releases will also be posted there as reels.  

Although we have not specifically planned for it, journalists may, in addition, create stories.  

Canva: To format articles, interviews and diverse papers we will be using Canva. The platform 

is quite comprehensive and easy to use. I will try to simplify your work by preparing Canva 

designs beforehand so you only have to fill them with your content. The designs will be shared 

with you at the start of the conference.  

Google Forms: All memes and gossip will be collected by a Google Form. We ask that you share 

the link to the form with the chairs and delegates on your committee. 

The form’s response and posing will be handled by the Editor in Chief. 
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Video editing: As mentioned previously, journalists may choose to use more video formats for 

interviews. We are not proficient with video editing so we will not offer any recommendations 

for video editing programs but if this is what you want to do, your ideas and skills are welcome! 

 

Requirements 

Media product 

Every journalist is required to produce 3 media products every day. This is an absolute 

minimum and you can produce as many as you can. This will increase the quality of our 

journalism and coverage of the conference.  

Of those three media products, you must produce at least one print media product (written 

article) and one product of another nature (interview, press statements, Instagram story etc). 

The deadline to submit the finished media product is at the start of the lunch break and at the 

end of the afternoon coffee break. You are to submit at least one piece at each deadline.  

Working in the press team 

- Be on time: we will have daily press meetings, please be punctual so we don’t waste any 

time. 

- Never interrupt formal debate 

- Dress appropriately: journalists are expected to respect the dress code but think about 

having some comfortable shoes because you will be moving more than delegates.  

- Consult the Editor-in-Chief: never publish anything without approval 

- Have fun! 

 

Preparations 

First of all read through this guide carefully, and prepare any questions or ideas that might 

come up. Then, please decide on which committee you would prefer to report on. Once you have 

decided, send us a list in order of preference, you may or may not include reasons for choosing 
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these committees. We will assign committees as much as possible with regard to those 

preferences. Once sent out, your allocation will be final.  

Once you receive your allocation, your work as a journalist begins. You will be sent a copy of 

the study guide of the committee to help with your preparations and understanding of the 

topics. Be aware that the study guide is not a sufficient source for your article, you need to do 

your own research. 

You are required to write one article pertaining to one of the topics of your committee before 

the conference. It is up to you to choose the specific topic of your article within the broader 

topic of the committee. For example, if you were to be a journalist in UNICEF and the topic was 

“Girls’ education” you could write a piece about gender equality in education, the situation in a 

specific country or gender-based violence in school. Those are all merely examples. 

Your articles should be at least 350 words but not longer than one page (A4, around 500 

words). You are free to format and present your article as you prefer, from the most simple to 

the most extravagant. 

Please submit your articles by email before January 27th 23:59 CET as we would like to give 

you feedback. Only journalists who submit an article on time will be eligible for an award.  
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